
Get ready for the International Spelling 
 Contest 2021. Have fun and you may even win

a PlayStation 5! 

Of course, spelling in English follows some
basic rules but almost always, there are
exceptions! Some of the most important

rules (and their exceptions) are the
following:

 

However, there are many
more vowel sounds than the

actual letters of the
alphabet, as well as many

combinations of both vowels
and consonants, so words
are not always spelled the
way they are pronounced. 
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The English alphabet
includes 5 vowels (a, e, i,
o, u) and 21 consonants
(b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m,
n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, x, y,

and z). 
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1ST GENERAL RULE

C says /s/ before an e, i, or y (e.g. cell,

city, cycle), but says /k/ before

everything else (e.g. cat, coat, cliff).

G usually says /j/ before an e, i, or y (e.g.

gentle, giant, gym) but says /g/ before

everything else (e.g. guard, gap, go).
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2ND GENERAL RULE

3RD GENERAL RULE

Words cannot end in v or j. We add a

silent e at the end of the word.

e.g. give, have

“When two vowels go walking most of the

time the first does the talking”. This means

that, when two vowels meet, we usually hear

only the first long vowel (which sounds like its

name in the alphabet).

e.g. boat, rain, meat 

 

4TH GENERAL RULE
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5TH GENERAL RULE

 A, e, o, and u usually say their name at

the end of a syllable.

e.g. a-lien, he, so, u-ser.

Q is always followed by –u

e.g. queen, quality

 

6TH GENERAL RULE

7TH GENERAL RULE 

Words of Greek origin which include the

sound /f/ are spelled with “ph” instead

of “f“

e.g. photo, phone, pharmacy
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In a one-syllable word, when a /ch/ sound

follows a short vowel, it’s usually spelled -tch

as in witch, match, sketch. 

However, there are exceptions like: such,

much, rich, and which.

 

8TH GENERAL RULE 
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To spell the sound of /k/ at the end of a word,

we may use “ck” or “k”. Use “ck” after a

short vowel (e.g. sick). After everything else,

use a “k” (e.g. milk).

 

9TH GENERAL RULE 
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An -e after a consonant at the end

of a word is silent but it makes the

previous vowel sound long instead

of short. 

e.g hat sounds /hæt/ , hat-e sounds

/heɪt/ because of the silent –e.

 

“THE SILENT E” RULE (1)

In a one-syllable word, when a /j/ sound

follows a short vowel, it’s spelled -dge, to

protect the vowel from the “silent e” rule.

e.g. bridge, fridge

 

“THE SILENT E” RULE (2)

“DROPPING –E”  RULE
(1)

We drop the final -e in a word before

adding a suffix beginning with a vowel

but not before a suffix beginning with a

consonant. 

E.g. take + -ing = taking but agree + -

ment = agreement
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 If a noun ends in an -s , -sh, -ch, -x, -z, then

you  add -es at the end of the word.

 

e.g. buses, dishes, churches, boxes, quizzes 
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However, we keep the final -e when a word

ends in -ce or -ge in order to maintain the

distinctive "soft" sound of /s/ and /j/

respectively.                                                                 

e.g. notice + able = noticeable, courage + able

= courageous

“DROPPING –E” RULE (2)

For reasons of pronunciation again, we keep

the final -e in words ending in -ee.

e.g. agree → agreeable.

 

“DROPPING –E” RULE (3)

To form the plural of words most of the time

we just add –s

e.g. dogs, hats, friends

PLURAL SUFFIXES (1)

PLURAL SUFFIXES (2)



PLURAL SUFFIXES (6) 

If a word ends in vowel + y, just add –s

at the end of the word.

e.g. day – days, boy – boys
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If a word ends in consonant + y, change y to i

and add –es

e.g. ferry - ferries, body - bodies  

 

PLURAL SUFFIXES (5) 

 If a word ends in consonant + o, you add –es at

the end of the word.

e.g. potatoes, heroes but piano – pianos

 

PLURAL SUFFIXES (4) 

If a word ends in vowel + o, just add –s

at the end of the word.

e.g. studio – studios, radio - radios

PLURAL SUFFIXES (3) 
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ENDING IN -Y (2)

In words that end in consonant + -y, we

need to change -y to -i and then add -es

or -ed. However, there is no problem

with –ing.  

e.g. try - tries/ tried/ trying, party/

parties/ partying

If a word ends in –f or –fe, change -f or -fe to

-ve and add –es at the end of the word.

e.g. knife – knives, loaf – loaves but roof –

roofs, cliff – cliffs

PLURAL SUFFIXES (7) 

In words that end in vowel + -y, we

can add the suffixes -s, -ed or -ing

without making any other change.

e.g. play - plays, enjoy - enjoyed,

obey – obeying 

ENDING IN -Y (1)
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“DOUBLE CONSONANTS” 1
 In one-syllable words or the ones

accented on the last syllable, we double

the final single consonant if the word

ends in consonant - vowel - consonant. 

 e.g.  shop + -ing = shopping, skip + -er

= skipper, begin+ -ing = beginning. 

We double the consonants f, l, and s at the

end of a one-syllable word that has just one

vowel.

e.g.  staff, full, miss

But when we find the word full inside other

words, we only keep one –l. 

e.g. beautiful

 

“DOUBLE CONSONANTS” 2
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ENDING IN -Y (3)
When we turn adjectives ending in –y

to adverbs, we need to change –y to –i.  

e.g. happy – happily, easy – easily. 

 

Same thing happens with adjectives

turned to nouns. 

e.g happy – happiness, lonely -

loneliness 
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The consonants v, j, k, w and x are never

doubled.

 

“DOUBLE CONSONANTS” 4

Double -ss- between vowels say /s/ but a

single -s- between vowels says /z/

e.g. In passion -ss- sound like /s/ but in cousin

the -s- sounds like /z/

“DOUBLE CONSONANTS” 3

“THE BOSSY R” RULE
 When a syllable has a vowel that is

followed by r, this r changes the original

sound of the vowel.

e.g. bid sounds /bɪd/ but bird sounds

/bɜːd/, hut sounds /hʌt/ but hurt sounds

/hɜːt/
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“I BEFORE E EXCEPT AFTER C” RULE
 

We usually write i before e, except

after c or when the sound is /ei/

 

e.g. piece, chief but receive, neighbor. 
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Un- (Available – Unavailable), Dis- (Honest –

Dishonest), Mis- (Inform – Misinform), In-

(Accurate- Inaccurate) are the most common

negative prefixes.

 

In most cases no change occurs when we add

them at the beginning of words. 

 

However, when In- meets a word which starts

with P-, R-, L-, it turns -n- into -m-, -r-, -l- as

in the examples:

In + Possible = Impossible, In + Polite =

Impolite

In + Relevant = Irrelevant, In + Rational =

Irrational

In + Legal = Illegal, In + Literate = Illiterate

 

 

 

ADDING NEGATIVE PREFIXES



Study Smarter, Not
Harder!

And remember it is always
cool to have some fun while

learning

Take part in the International Spelling
Contest and you may win a Playstation 5!
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